
The following is a list of the most useful phrases that can be used effectively in Facebook Graph 
Search, gathered from a variety of sources and supplemented by phrases employed by our own 
training and research staff.   
 

My friends

My Activity My photos

My posts

Books I like

Games I like

Music I like

Pages I like

Photos I like

Posts I like

My Places Places I visited

Photos of my friends

My Photos Photos of my friends of friends

Photos of my friends of friends taken in [PLACE]

Events nearby

My Events Events near [PLACE] this year

Events near [PLACE] this month

People who follow me

My Followers People who follow me and like [PAGE NAME]

People who follow me and live in [PLACE]
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Apps used by [NAME]

Apps liked by [NAME]

Books Books liked by [NAME]

Games Games liked by [NAME]

Groups liked by [NAME]

Groups Groups joined by [NAME]

Groups joined by people named [NAME] who live in [PLACE]

Hotels Hotels liked by [NAME]

Movies Movies liked by [NAME]

Music Music liked by [NAME]

Posts Posts liked by [NAME]

Restaurants liked by [NAME]

Restaurants commented on by [NAME]
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Restaurants
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Photos of people named [NAME]

Photos of people named [NAME] who live in [PLACE]

Photos posted by people named [NAME]

Photos uploaded by people named [NAME]

Photos liked by people named [NAME]

Photos commented on by people named [NAME]

Photos of [NAME] in [YEAR]

Posting Date Photos of [NAME] before [YEAR]

Photos of [NAME] after [YEAR]

Photos of [NAME A] liked by [NAME B]

Photos of [NAME A] and [NAME B]

People named [NAME] tagged in photos 
PPeople named [NAME A] tagged in photos uploaded by people named [NAME B]

SEARCHES ABOUT PHOTOS

Liked/Commented

Posted/Uploaded

Photos of people

Multiple Names

Tagged Photos
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For any of these searches, if you get the following result, try rewording your search query: 

“Sorry, we couldn’t understand this search. Please try saying this another way.”

People named [NAME]

People named [NAME] who live in [PLACE]

People named [NAME] who work at [COMPANY]

People named [NAME] who like [SPORT NAME]

People named [NAME] who like [TEAM NAME]

People named [NAME] who like [GAME NAME]

People named [NAME] who like [MOVIE NAME]

People named [NAME] who like [ANIMAL NAME]

Language of People People named [NAME] who speak [LANGUAGE]

People who work at [COMPANY]

People who work at [COMPANY] in [YEAR]

People who work at [COMPANY A] and previously worked at [COMPANY B]

People who graduated from [SCHOOL] in [YEAR]

People who studied [SUBJECT] at [SCHOOL] in [YEAR]

People who are [PROFESSION]

People who are [PROFESSION] who live in [PLACE]

People who are [PROFESSION] who work at [COMPANY]

People who are [GENDER] and live in [PLACE]

People who are [NUMBER] years old 

People who were born in [YEAR]

People Places People in [PLACE] visited by people named [NAME]

Friends of people named [NAME]

Friends of people named [NAME] who live in [PLACE]
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SEARCHES ABOUT PEOPLE

People Likes

People Names

People Work

People School

People Profession

People Age/Gender

Friends of People
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